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Last July, we asked
you to tell us about
the strangest
place you’ve ever
found wildlife.
Here are just a
few of your wacky
wildlife discoveries!

SKINK SURPRISE

Last summer, my family took a trip
to Fripp Island, South Carolina.
While we were driving home, a skink
crawled out of my dad’s shirt! It
landed on his lap, ran down his leg,
then disappeared under his seat.
My mom thought it was the worst
wildlife encounter ever. She even
promised to pay me 10 dollars if
I could get the lizard out of our
car! I eventually found it inside our
snack bag. Once I got it out, we
took off in our skink-free minivan!
Jude H., Mississippi

BEACH BUG-GY

When I visited Anna Maria Island in
Florida, I noticed a cricket at the
beach. It was about to hop into the
ocean! I picked it up and placed it

TELL US!
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close to the dunes where lots of
plants were growing. I thought
that was a really surprising place
to find a cricket!
Ella B., Georgia

LOST AND FOUND

One winter, I explored a creek near
my house. I was carrying my coat
and didn’t realize I had dropped it
somewhere near the creek. When
I unexpectedly walked by that
same place the next summer,
I spotted my coat. I was about
to pick it up but was so surprised
to find a mother rabbit and her
babies inside!
Calvin P., Washington, D.C.

WET AND WILD

I was in the shower one morning
and grabbed my loofah sponge.
Inside the loofah, I found a
massive insect that was at least
two inches long. I don’t know
what kind it was, but it looked
just like a cockroach!
Logan F., Iowa
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ART BY MARGARET KING

On pages 28–33, you’ll see some
photos of animals that look as if they’re
playing games! What kinds of games do
YOU like to play outside? Which one is
your favorite? Do you play any games
that aren’t included in the story? Tell us
about them—and send us photos, too!

Write to
Ranger Rick
11100 Wildlife Center Dr.
Reston, VA 20190-5362
E-mail: rick@nwf.org
We enjoy reading everyone’s letters, even though
All
we can publish only a few in the magazine.
ty
letters, photos, and drawings become the proper
of the National Wildlife Federation.

RATE THIS
ISSUE

What do you
think about this
month’s issue
of Ranger Rick?
Scan this QR code to take
our survey.

What kind of fish tells lots
of jokes?

Ą piranha-ha-ha.
Scott Y., California

What did the waiter say
to the skunk?

“May I take your
odor, please?”
Perry E., Illinois

What is the to
oth fairy’s
favorite anima
l?

Ą molar bear.
Jude J., Maryl

and

What game do cows pl
ay
at birthday parties?

Mooo-sical chairs.
Roland C., Ąlabama

What kind o
f movies do
mallards wa
tch?

Duck-umen
taries.
Jasmine O.,

Florida

What do sheep carry to school
every day?

Their baaaackpacks.
Ciera R., Connecticut

WANT TO JOIN THE FUN? Submit your favorite nature riddle to RangerRick.org/jokes or send your riddle with your full
name and address to Reader Riddles; Ranger Rick; 11100 Wildlife Center Dr.; Reston, VA 20190-5362; E-mail: rick@nwf.org.
We like reading all the riddles from our readers. We’re sorry, but there’s room to print only some of them. All submissions
become the property of the National Wildlife Federation.
ART BY MERRILL RAINEY
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SUZI ESZTERHAS (6-7); SEBASTIAN KENNERKNECHT (7 INSET)

The best place for a sea otter pup
is with Mom. But for orphaned or
injured otters, help from humans is
the next best thing.
by Kathy Kranking
photos provided by Minden Pictures

Taking care of a little otter is
a big job for a sea otter mom
(left). She has to feed her baby,
keep its fur clean, and protect
it from danger. She also
has to teach it how to
swim, clean itself, and
find food.
Sadly, sometimes sea
otter moms get separated
from their pups. A mom
may be injured—perhaps
by being bitten by a shark
or hit by a boat—and unable to care for her baby.
And pups can be swept away
by strong waves and winds
during storms.
Without its mom, a sea
otter pup is helpless and can’t
survive. Read on to see how
pups in trouble get a little help
from their human friends.

A scientist watches
a sea otter to see if
it needs rescuing.

sea otter
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Rescued sea otter pups
drink formula that’s like
their mothers’ milk.

OTTER
PROBLEMS
Sea otters need all the help
they can get. The otters in this
story live off the coast of California, where there were once as
many as 20,000 of these adorable
animals. But after people hunted
them for years for their fur, the
otters were almost wiped out. Today there are only around 3,000
sea otters in California. So every
otter needs to be protected. And
people who work at California’s
Monterey Bay Aquarium are doing all they can to help.
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A worker wears a
disguise so that baby
sea otters won’t get
too used to humans.

SUZI ESZTERHAS (8T); SEBASTIAN KENNERKNECHT (8B, 9T, 9B)

This fluffy pup
gets dried off
after a bath.

BRINGING
UP BABY
When the aquarium gets
a call about a stranded pup,
a rescue team heads out to
find it. A pup may be floating helplessly in the water or
sometimes even washed up on
a beach. First the team tries
to find the pup’s mother. But
if they aren’t successful, they
catch the pup and take it back
to the aquarium. Then the hard
work begins.
Taking care of a rescued sea
otter pup is a round-the-clock
job! Every few hours, the pup
is fed a special milky formula
from a bottle. In the wild, a

sea otter mom spends hours
a day grooming her pup. So,
at the aquarium, workers give
the pup lots and lots
of brushing.
Grooming keeps
the pup’s fur
clean, dry, and
fluffed up so that
it holds in lots of

air. A sea otter pup can’t swim
at first, so its air-filled fur coat
is like a built-in floaty!

A veterinarian
performs surgery on
a rescued sea otter.
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Rescued sea otters get toys
for entertainment. Here,
one of them plays with
pretend seaweed.

KEEPING
OTTERS WILD
Whenever the rescue workers
are caring for a pup, they wear
special outfits to disguise themselves. That way, the baby won’t
become too used to humans.

Sea otters are wild animals, and
they need to stay that way.

OTTER LESSONS
Normally, a sea otter pup will
stay with its mom for six to eight
months. During that time, she

This pup is with its
substitute mom. She’ll
teach it important
otter lessons.
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SUZI ESZTERHAS (10T, 10B); SEBASTIAN KENNERKNECHT (11TL, 11TR, 11B)

teaches it all the things
it needs to know to be
an otter. So, after a few
months at the aquarium, a rescued baby
is ready for the next
phase of its care: It gets
a substitute mom! One
of the female otters
that lives at the aquarium now “adopts” the
pup. She will teach it
things such as how
to dive to find food,
how to grab and eat
a crab, and how to
crack open shells of
clams and mussels.
After months of learning from its
substitute mom, the young otter
will be ready to be released
back into the wild.

THE OCEAN
NEEDS OTTERS
Since the otter rescue program began, the aquarium has

On the day of its release,
a sea otter peeks out
of its carrier (circle).
Then the door is
opened, and it leaps
into the water!

cared for and released hundreds
of young sea otters. Sea otters
have an important job: keeping
the ocean healthy. One way
they do this is by saving the kelp
forests where they and many
other animals live. Kelp is a tall
seaweed that grows from the

sea floor. Trouble is, creatures
called sea urchins love to eat
it, and too many urchins can
destroy a kelp forest. Sea otters
help the kelp by eating up the
urchins.

HOME AGAIN

otter is put into a carrier and
loaded onto a boat. Rescued
sea otters are released into the
ocean near the aquarium where
other sea otters live. When the
boat with the rescued otter arrives at the right place, the cage
is opened. And the otter leaps
into the water. It’s back home!
The otter has been fitted with
a radio transmitter so aquarium
workers can monitor it to see
that it’s OK. After a lot of hard
work and loving care, another
sea otter has been saved! =

On the big day, a young sea
Sea otters often
wrap themselves in
seaweed called kelp
to anchor themselves
while they rest.
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by Abby Barber

First of Her Kind
Meet Elizabeth Ann—the first black-footed ferret that’s
been cloned from another ferret! A clone is an exact copy
of another living thing—it shares the same DNA. DNA is a
chemical that contains a set of instructions for how plants,
animals, and all other living things are built.
Elizabeth Ann was made by copying a ferret that lived
more than 30 years ago. Scientists kept the animal’s cells
frozen for all those years and used them in 2020 to create
a healthy baby ferret.
Elizabeth Ann is doing well, and scientists are hoping to
make more ferrets soon. Black-footed ferrets live in central
North America, and there aren’t many of them left. Cloning could help keep black-footed ferrets from disappearing
completely. It also would help with another problem. Because there are so few ferrets left, they tend to mate with
other ferrets that are closely related to them. This is not
healthy. Introducing new ferrets from other groups would
help keep the population strong. And that’s good news for
these beautiful creatures!

Brain Teaser
Did you know it’s possible to regrow a
BRAIN? A group of scientists found this
amazing ability in female Indian jumping
ants. Here’s how it works: When a queen ant
dies, workers in the colony fight to become
the new queen. (All workers are female.) A
queen ant needs less brain power than a
busy worker ant. So, the competing workers’
brains shrink over time as their egg-laying
body parts grow. A healthy new queen loses
about a fifth of her brain! Once the queen is
chosen, the other wannabe-queen ants grow
their brains back to normal “worker-ant” size.
We love this female superpower!
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SANDESH KADUR/NPL /MINDEN PICTU

RES; ANT ART BY JAY HOSLER

Hair Today, Nest Tomorrow
You’ve been surrounded by
the cutest hair thieves, and you
didn’t even know it. Yes, that’s
right—hair thieves! Who are these
robbers, you might ask? Birds!
Scientists have studied YouTube videos that show several
types of birds, such as tufted
titmice and chickadees, stealing hair. Here’s the amazing
part: They’re stealing it from live
mammals, including cats, dogs,
raccoons, and a porcupine. Birds
have even been seen trying to
take hair from people!

MICHAEL VI/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO

Munching Powe r!

You may have heard the term “GOAT.” It sometimes
stands for “Greatest Of All Time.” When it comes to
clearing unwanted plants, the GOATs are . . . goats!
Goats can help protect land from wildfires by doing
what they seem to most enjoy—eating.
Wildfires have gotten a lot worse and happen more
and more often because of climate change, especially
in the western United States. In Colorado, the U.S. government and a local rancher brought in more than 800
goats to help get rid of overgrown wheatgrass. This
weed can grow too thick and provide fuel for wildfires.
The ranch had already survived one bad fire, so the
owners wanted to avoid another one. The goats are
now in high demand, and, after this job, they will move
on to their next meal—oops—assignment!

Yes, it’s surprising, but
there’s no need for alarm. The
birds are not vicious or angry.
They are simply looking for building materials! Most likely, they’re
using the hair to make their nests
soft and cozy for their chicks.
Scientists used to think that
the birds just took hair or fur from
dead animals. Now they know
that birds also sometimes steal
hair from living creatures.
But don’t be creeped out if it
ever happens to you. It’s cool
to share your hair!

ART BY DAVE CLEGG; BEE ART BY DANIELLE JONES

Scarlett’s
Superstars
Kids like you can make a difference
for wildlife and the environment. Meet
some inspiring young heroes at
RangerRick.org/superstars.
Do you have a story to share about
helping wildlife and the environment?
@nwf.org. We love
Email us at buzz@
hearing everyone’s stories, but we are
able to feature only a few of them. All
submissions become the property of
the National Wildlife Federation.
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Grow a

NIGHT GARDEN
When the sun sets, some gardens
are just getting started!
by Kate Hofmann
art by Phyllis Saroff

W

hen you think of a
flower garden, what
comes to mind? Bright blooms
in every color of the rainbow and plenty of sunshine?
Butterflies flitting and bees
buzzing around? Sure! That’s
the daytime garden most of
us know, where some flowers
close their petals at dusk and
insects tuck themselves in for
the night.
But there’s another kind
of garden—a night garden!
This one comes alive as the
light fades. Late in the day,
the flowers open up. Instead
of having bright colors, their
petals are white or pale so
they show up better in
the moonlight.
Most have a
strong scent
to help nighttime pollinators find them
in the dark.

SP

O T LI G HT

Nocturnal
means "active
at night."
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THE SHOWY ONES
hawk moth

Giant silk moths (such as the
beautiful luna moth) are a
wonderful treat to see at night,
too. They won’t be visiting
flowers for nectar, because the
adults don’t eat during their
short lifespans. But they do fly
at night as they look for mates
and lay eggs.

Datura

luna moths

evening primrose

THE NIGHT SHIFT
Moths, the nocturnal cousins
of butterflies, are the most
common night pollinators. As
they sip nectar, they move pollen from one night-blooming
flower to another. Hawk moths
(also known as sphinx moths)
are large, fast-flying moths
that are sometimes mistaken
for hummingbirds.

foamflower

GOING BATTY

WHOOO ELSE IS AWAKE?

Nectar-eating bats also may
visit night gardens. In the
United States, these bats are
found only in the deserts of
the American Southwest,
where they seek out cactuses
and other plants with flowers
that open at night.

Night-blooming flowers and
their pollinators aren’t all you
might find in or near a moonlit
garden. Fireflies flash. Owls
hoot, frogs and toads sing,
and crickets and katydids call.
Bats zigzag above, nabbing
insects out of the air. Flying
squirrels glide from tree to
tree. Raccoons go looking
for food under cover of darkness, and so do opossums and
skunks. Turn to the next page
to see the whole scene!

lesser
long-nosed bat

great horned owl

firefly
saguaro cactus

gray treefrog

katydid
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BE A NIGHT GARDENER
Maybe you already have a
daytime flower garden at your
house but would like to add
a night garden. It can be as
simple as including one or two
night-blooming plants in your
garden beds or patio pots.
If you have more space, you
could create a whole garden
focused on night-blooming
Arizona
flowers and their visitors.

organ pipe
cactus

queen of the
night

HOW TO GROW
A NIGHT GARDEN
To attract night pollinators,
look for plants that are native
to your area. Depending on
where you live, some native
night-bloomers might include:
• evening primrose
• foamflower
• evening snow
• yucca
• agave
•c
 actuses such as saguaro,
organ pipe, and Arizona
queen of the night

SPO

T LI G HT

Native plants are
those that grow naturally
in your area. These plants
provide the best food and
shelter for wildlife where you
live. Ask an adult to help you
find a local list at nwf.org/
nativeplantfinder.
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yucca

WELCOME THE
WILD ONES
If you’re hoping to see giant
silk moths such as the luna,
cecropia, and polyphemus,
your best bet is to include
the plants that their caterpillars eat. Female moths will
visit these plants to lay their
eggs. Many common tree
species, including oak, maple,
birch, willow, ash, sassafras,
and cherry, will attract these
insects.
Of course, you’ll want to follow wildlife-friendly gardening
practices, too. Never use toxic
pesticides or other garden
chemicals in your yard. And if
you have the space, consider
adding a birdbath or pond.
Birds aren’t the only ones that
will make use of it—insects
may also come for a sip. If a
pond is large enough, bats
may swoop in for a visit!

flying squirrel

EXPLORE YOUR
NIGHT GARDEN
Now comes the exciting part!
After dark, on a night when
your flowers are blooming, tiptoe out to your night garden.
Don’t turn on a flashlight—
just let your eyes adjust to
the darkness and soon you’ll
see all you need to. Take a
deep breath and sniff. Can you
smell the strong scent of any
of the flowers?
Then look and listen carefully. Have any pollinators or
other animals come to visit?
Whatever you see or hear,
you’re sure to remember
this special moonlit
garden adventure! =

raccoon

cecropia
moth

skunk

polyphemus
moth
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Roadside Danger!
STORY BY KATHY KRANKING; ART BY THE CHARACTERSHOP

Ranger Rick Raccoon, Scarlett Fox, and Boomer Badger
are planning to go on a scavenger hunt hosted by their
friend Hannah Hawk. Boomer reads a book on medieval
knights while they all wait for Hannah to arrive.
I wonder
where Hannah
could be. It’s not
like her to be
late.

Yes,
he’s doing better
now—thank goodness.
Who’s ready for a
scavenger hunt?

We
are!

Meanwhile, over at the road…

Yum—lunch!
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Hey,
maybe that’s
the scavenger
hunt: finding
Hannah!

Boomer, you
and I will compete
against Scarlett and
Rick. The first team
to find everything on
this list is the
winner!

You were
right, Hannah.
Here's a perfect
rock!

Sorry I’m late,
guys. I had to
visit a friend—an
owl who got hit
by a car.

Hannah,
with your eagle
eyes—I mean,
HAWK eyes—and
my brains, we’re
sure to win!

Next on the
list: something
that starts
with an “M.”

That’s
terrible!

Got a pine
cone! What’s
next?

Will your
friend be
OK?

A black rock.
Hmm…there’s a
road nearby with
lots of rocks along
the side of it.
Let’s go!

I see something
that starts with
“M”—a mouse…and
a meal!
Wait—
there’s a car
coming!

Boomer has been knocked out cold,
so Hannah struggles to drag him to
Rick and Scarlett.
Rick!
Scarlett!
Boomer hit his
head!

BONK
!
Boomer,
are you
OK?

Can
you hear us,
Boomer?

That bump to
his head must have
been harder than we
thought! He thinks he’s
part of that book about
King Arthur he was
reading!

Of course,
I hear you! And
I’ll thank you to
remember that my
name is KING
Boomer.

You, good
sir—find out
what’s happened
here.

KING
Boomer?

Actually, I
think I already
know.

So glad you’re OK,
Boomer! Someone had
tossed grapes out a car
window onto the road, and I
was trying to catch a mouse
that was eating them. I
didn’t see a car was
coming, and you…

LITTERING?
In MY
kingdom?

Rick explains that people sometimes throw
fruit and other food leftovers out of their
cars. Mice and other rodents come to eat
them. Then, when hawks or other birds of
prey go after the small animals near the
road, they’re often hit by cars.

Oh,
dear.

That’s just
what happened to
my owl friend—the one
I was visiting. I should
have remembered to
be careful.
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Take the royal
paw and help me
up. The guilty
scoundrel
must be
caught!

And
then…off
with his
head!

What are
we going to
do?

Look
out!

Hmm…maybe if we
take him back to
the scene of the
accident, he’ll
remember what
happened.

A few minutes later…
This is
where it
happened.

There’s
the grape
stem, right
there!

What
happened?
Did we finish
the scavenger
hunt?

Boomer!

!
BONK

Outrageous!
I will find
the villain
responsible if
it’s the last
thing I do.

Not
again!

Boomer!
You’re
back!

Back?
Where did I go?
And what happened
to my head?

It’s a long
story. But for
now, let’s just
say you were
“crowned”!

RANGER RICK’s
FIELD NOTES

sometimes think
• People
it’s OK to throw fruit or

•
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other food out of their
cars because the food will
just rot away. But food
waste attracts wildlife
that can be hit by cars.
Ask your friends and
family to never throw
food—or anything
else—out of a car. Wait
until you stop. Then throw
it away in a trash can,
where it belongs!

Join The Club!

Book Club

Get even
MORE Ranger Rick
and Friends in your
mailbox!

Join
today for

$695
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These birds prefer life in the air. But to help them
survive, scientists must bring them down to Earth.
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This kite takes a quick dip while flying. The
one above has nabbed an insect in its beak.
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wallow-tailed kites do
nearly everything while
flying: hunting, eating,
drinking, even bathing!
These light and graceful
raptors, or birds of prey,
barely flap their wings
to stay up in the air. A
swallow-tailed kite is
the size of an average
hawk but weighs half
as much—less than a
pound. That’s why kites

s
e
t
i
k
ght
by Anne Cissel
one
photos by Mac St

look as if they’re floating,
not flying! Soaring high
above the trees, they
hardly ever stop to land.
Many swallow-tailed
kites spend their sum
mers in the southeastern
part of the United States
(see map). They’re also
found in parts of Central
and South America. Look
for them flying over land
such as the marsh seen

here in the background.
They also like open
forests and swamps.
But there are far fewer
of these acrobatic birds
than there once were.
In order to help the
kites, scientists need to
learn more about the
threats the birds face.
And that means getting
up close and personal
with these high-flyers!

South
Carolina

Texas

Georgia

Louisiana

Alabama
Mississippi

Florida

where swallow-tailed kites
live in the United States
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have thick linings, too. But
most of the time, kites just pull
out any stingers before gulping
the insects down!

sky-high
nesting

Stormy weather is brewing in a
wildlife reserve on the southeast
coast of Florida. These tall trees
are great nesting sites for kites.

acrobatic diner
Swallow-tailed kites are built to
chase and catch their favorite meals:
flying insects. Their forked tails
help them make tight turns.
Sometimes the birds will
even roll backward to
catch an insect that is flying behind them.
Surprisingly, they
often munch on insects
that bite or sting, especially wasps! It gives
new meaning to the
phrase “grab a bite,”
doesn’t it? Luckily, their
feathers and the tough
skin on their legs and
feet protect them from
stings. Their stomachs
24

One thing kites can’t do
while flying is lay eggs. But
they do nest as far from the
ground as possible—sometimes way up in trees more
than 100 feet tall. That’s about
as tall as a 10-story building!
The kites start nesting in
March. A mother and father
build the nest together and
take turns keeping the eggs
warm. When the chicks hatch,

A male kite brings
a meal-a green
treefrog-to his
hungry chicks.

WATCH IT!

A scientist carefully climbs
a tall tree to check on kite
chicks.

the male hunts while the
female stays in the nest
to protect her young. The
chicks usually get bigger
meals than the adults do,
such as treefrogs, lizards,
baby birds, and snakes.
Mom uses her sharp beak
to tear it all up into smaller
pieces for her chicks.
Scientists sometimes
climb all the way up to
a nest to check on the
chicks’ health. They also
place cameras near the
nest so they can observe
from down below.

friendly
flock
Most birds of prey like to
live alone, but kites nest in
“neighborhoods” with other
kite families. In late summer,
swallow-tailed kites leave the
United States to fly to South
America. Before heading
south, thousands of them
gather in areas to roost, or
rest, together. They have to
take a breather before the
big trip ahead!

At the end of a day after
nesting season, these kites
hang out together. Soon, they
will start their big journey to
South America.

Evero es molorum
idellup tinctem aut
voles alisqui cul
latur? Sequam
harciatemo
magnihi lignition
conectemos
invendundi
volupiendios as
denem aute modit.

“backpacks” onto the birds.
But putting a backpack on a
bird that hardly ever touches
the ground is not easy! It’s
time to meet the surprise
helper in this story: a great
horned owl.
How does a completely
different bird of prey help
capture a kite? The owl is
used as a lure. This type of
owl preys on the kites’ eggs
and chicks—sometimes
even a sleeping adult!
When a kite sees this enemy near its
nest, it flies toward it to scare it away.

Spritz! Scientists keep
a great horned owl cool
with a quick spray of
water. Helping scientists can be hot work!

whooooo’s
helping kites?
Swallow-tailed kites used to
live in 21 U.S. states. Now they are
found in only seven. That’s because farms, buildings, and roads
have taken over so much of the
kites’ natural habitat. Scientists at
the Avian Research and Conservation Institute study kites to learn
how best to help them. To track
their movements, scientists carefully attach electronic transmitter

kite caught in net

great horned owl

Once a kite gets caught in the
net, scientists race to take
the net down and get the bird
untangled (above
above). It is then
fitted with a very lightweight
tracking “backpack” (left
left).
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The owls that are part of this
project were injured and nursed
back to health by humans. The
owls are used to being handled
by people. So they stay calm
when they are leashed to a
perch near a kite’s nest.
When a kite flies toward the
owl, it gets caught in a special
net the scientists have set up.
Right away, the kite is carefully
taken out of the net. The scientists give the bird a health check,
put an ID band on, and attach
the electronic transmitter. Then
the kite is released to fly free
once again.

After this bird is checked over
and fitted with a transmitter, a
scientist prepares to set it free.
These transmitters have already
shown that some kites migrate all
the way to southern Brazil—a trip of
nearly 5,000 miles! Learning more

about these fantastic flyers will
help scientists make sure more of
them glide and soar in American
skies for a long time to come. =

READY, SET
,

BY ELLEN LAMBETH

What if animals played
your favorite games?
Here’s what it might
look like!

SI M O N S
domestic sheep
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Thanks for
the lift!
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What
a great
game!
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black-backed jackal
pup with wildebeest tail

Shhh . . .
they’ll never
find us up
here!
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polar bear cubs pulling on
piece of whale meat
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long-tailed macaques

FOLLOW THE
LEADER

H
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Last one
in is a rotten
egg!

K
E
E

European hare

Now it’s time to run outside and grab some
pals to play with! Which game will it be? =

art by Debbie

Palen

Why do animals have tails?
Arwen I., Kansas

Tails help animals in lots of
different ways. For instance, by
holding their tails out behind
them, tree squirrels keep
their balance when leaping
from branch to branch. Some
kinds of monkeys hang from
branches, using their tails as
extra “hands.” Horses swish
away flies with their tails. And
birds often use their tail feathers
to steer while flying.
Some animal tails send
messages. For example, a
leader of a wolf pack often
holds its tail way up high. That
says, “I’m the boss.” The other
pack members often tuck their
tails down low. That tells the
leader, “Yes, we know you’re
the boss. Don’t hurt us.” Beavers
smack their flat tails against
the water to warn other nearby
beavers of danger.
So you can see that tails work
in all sorts of ways for all sorts
of animals.
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Why do roosters crow?
Peter H., Pennsylvania

Today’s chickens came
from birds called junglefowl.
Junglefowl still live in the wild
in Asia. Each rooster (male) has
his own flock. The flock lives in
an area where it raises its chicks.
In the early morning, the rooster
crows to tell male rivals, “This
area is mine. Keep out!”
Crowing also tells a rooster’s
flock to stay close by. Barnyard
roosters cock-a-doodle-doo for
the same reasons that their wild
relatives cock-a-doodle do.

What is the largest living
thing in the world?
		Marsha T., Virginia
Would you believe it’s a giant
fungus? Yep, some scientists
believe that the largest living
thing is a fungus growing
underground in a forest in
Oregon. They say this fungus
started growing at least 2,400
years ago, and it now covers an
area the size of 1,600 football
fields! =

Did you ever read about an animal in
Ranger Rick and become completely
fascinated by it? Maybe you wished
you could spend hours and hours
watching and learning about
that animal in the wild.
That’s exactly what happened to Solomon David
as a kid more than 20 years
ago. And his childhood wish
came true!

Con-GAR-tulations!
Solomon is the winner of
the 2021 Trudy Farrand and
John Strohm Writing Award.
The award is named after the
founders of Ranger Rick and
National Wildlife. (Both magazines are published by the
National Wildlife Federation.)
Each year, Ranger Rick editors
give the award to someone
who has done a great job
writing for the magazine. But
Solomon isn’t just a Ranger
Rick writer. He’s also a Ranger
Rick reader!
When Solomon was a kid,
his neighbor gave him a few
old copies of the magazine.
One issue had a story about
gars—toothy, air-breathing
freshwater fishes that have
been around since dinosaurs
roamed the Earth. Solomon—
who had always loved animals,
especially dinosaurs—was
hooked! When he grew up,

Solomon studied freshwater
fishes in college and graduate
school. He’s now an assistant
professor of biology at Nicholls
State University in Louisiana.
And he runs a special lab for
studying gars—the same fish
he first saw in the pages of
Ranger Rick!
Solomon never forgot the
story that first sparked his interest in gars. A few years ago, he
mentioned the long-ago article
on Twitter (a social media site).
A Ranger Rick editor noticed
the message, then found the
article and mailed it to Solomon. After reading
some of the articles
Solomon wrote for

other places, Ranger Rick editors asked him if he’d like to
try writing for the magazine.
He jumped at the chance! In
2020, Solomon wrote “The
Gar Guy,” all about his favorite
fishes. And in 2021, he wrote
“Dino Fish,” about a different
ancient family of fishes known
as sturgeons.
The next time you read
about a new-to-you animal in
Ranger Rick, just imagine: One
day, you might find yourself
writing about it for your favorite magazine!

This is me with
a six-footlong alligato
r gar from a
Texas lake.

story and photos by Solomon David

When I was 11 years old, I read a story about
gars in Ranger Rick. I’ve been hooked on
these awesome fishes ever since!

IMAGINE A BIG, SCALY

ANIMAL with long jaws
and lots of teeth, swimming slowly in a lake.
You
might think it’s an alligator
or crocodile. But when
you
look closely, you see that
it
has fins instead of legs
and
a tail like a paddle. You’re
looking at a gar, a fish
that
has been around since
dinosaur times!

Read It!
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As a fish scientist, I’ve
studied gars for 20 years.
And it all started when
I got my first look
at these amazing
“dinosaur fishes”
in Ranger Rick
magazine!

CANADA

UNITED
STATES

MEXICO

where gars live

Gars are known
long jaws full for their
of sharp,
pointy teeth!
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Table
Manners

Use a napkin to
wipe your face.

Don't make funny
faces at the table.

by Deborah Zemke

Cut your meat into
bite-sized pieces.

Don't hog
the cake.

Don't grab food
from another
critter's plate.

Don't flop around
in your chair.

Don't eat with your
mouth OPEN...
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OSTEODONTORNIS
also called
“bony-toothed bird”
EXTINCT

HARPAGORNIS
also called
“giant eagle”
EXTINCT

ROBIN
TURKEY

Birds can be traced
DROMORNIS
back in time to the same
also called
original ancestors. What
“thunder bird”
are those ancestors?
EXTINCT
Here’s how to find out:
1 Fit the names of the birds
shown here—from the extinct
giants to the ones alive
PHORUSRHACOS
now—into the puzzle below.
also called
The first one is done for you.
“terror bird”
2 Read the answer in the yellow
squares, from bottom to top.

D __
R __
O __
M __
O __
R __
N
__
__
__ __ O
__ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ O __ __

S
__
__
__
__
__
__
__ __ __ P __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __

CHICKADEE

AEPYORNIS
also called “elephant bird”

EXTINCT

I
__
__
__
K
__

EXTINCT

__ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __
__ __
__
__ __ T __ __ __ __ __

OSTRICH
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Meet some really big birds.
Match each one to the poem
that describes it.
1 __

2 __
Do you suppose the shoe

bill
Would prefer to have a ne
w bill?
Perhaps one like a spoo
n or fork
Would better suit a wadin
g “stork.”

A

.
er than any macaw
The kakapo is bigg
flaw:
say that it has one
ht
ig
m
u
yo
,
rd
bi
a
For
unded,
t is so heavy and ro
Because this parro
.
at keeps it grounded
It cannot fly and th

B
C

3 __

or
California cond
The endangered
and shore.
Soars over hills
e only 22,
There once wer
ndreds more.
But now live hu

D

4 __
If you should see an albatross,
You’d be out in the ocean.
These birds don’t often come ashore—

They’d rather stay in motion.

5 __

ssowary.
Be wary of this ca
s are rare, he
Although attack
dagger toes
Karate-kicks with
foes.
Any predators or
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Everyone knows
hummingbirds visit flowers to
sip nectar. But nectar isn’t their
only food. Find out what else
hummers eat. First, draw a line
in the garden at right between
each pair of flowers as shown
below. Then turn the page
sideways.

1

B3

A4

4

A2

A1
B4

C3

C2
A3

C4

3

A
B1

B2

2

C1

What are the world’s biggest and B
smallest birds? To see what they
look like, copy each square at
C
left into its place on the grid at
right. B2 is done for you.

What do you get
when you cross an
owl with . . .
__ 5 a bear?

__ 1 a coyote?

This big great
__ 2 a chicken?
horned owl
__ 3 a cat on the hunt?
asks some
riddles,
__ 4 an “E”?
and the eight
little burrowing
owls hoot out
the answers.
B
C
Match each
TROWEL
HOWL
D
riddle with
FOWL
its answer.

__ 6 a bathtub?
__ 7 a small shovel?
__ 8 a grump?

E
SCOWL

F
PROWL

G
TOWEL

H
GROWL
A
VOWEL

BONUS

One owl above is smaller than the others.
It’s the world’s smallest owl. To find its name,
unscramble the red letters in the riddle answers.

___ ___ ___

OWL

Eight Cute Hoots: 1-B, 2-D, 3-F, 4-A, 5-H, 6-G, 7-C, 8-E. BONUS: The world’s smallest owl is the elf owl.
Tallest and Smallest: The ostrich is the world’s biggest bird, at about 9 feet tall.
The bee hummingbird is the world’s smallest bird, at a little over 2 inches long, including its bill and tail.
Hummer’s Yummers: BUGS. Hummingbirds eat various small insects and spiders,
as well as nectar.
Large and In Charge: 1-E, 2-D, 3-A, 4-C, 5-B
All Birds, Great and Small: DINOSAURS
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Want to tell Ranger Rick a story or
joke or ask him a question? Visit
RangerRick.org/submit-a-video.
PHOTO OF GOLDEN DAMSELFISH BY ALEX MUSTARD/NPL/MINDEN PICTURES

Keep out!
This is MY

ocean space!

